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Hobbies

• • •
MSU students, faculty
and staff all get
into the act

What's your favorite pastime?
Could it be participating in sports
or collecting snakes? Maybe after
reading this article you'll decide to
take up one of the following. These
are only a portion of the many hobbies found on the M.S.U. campus .
Les Meade has two hobbies, collecting snakes and artifacts.
Meade is an assistant professor of
biology at M.S.U., and he has had
both hobbies for ten years.
He first became interested in
snakes in a herpetology (the study
of reptiles and amphibians) class.
His favorite snake is the scarlet
king snake. The king resembles the
coral snake but is not poisonous,
and its colors are arranged differently than the coral's.
Meade collects specimens and
obtains others from different people. When traveling, Meade says he
uses a snake stick and mechanical
4

tongs to put the snakes in sacks or
buckets in order to transport them.
He uses formaldehyde to knock
them out and preserve them.
Meade also collects poisonous
snakes, like the timber rattler and
the Northern copperhead. He said
that he has been bitten by snakes,
but only small ones. He displays
the snakes he collects at school. He
feeds his snakes small frogs and insects. "Snakes can go six months or
more without eating," Meade added.
In conclusion, Meade shed some
light on superstititions concerning
snakes. He says, "Snakes do not
jump they cannot charm prey, they
do not live until the sun goes
down."
Meade's other hobby is collecting
artifacts, specifically prehistoric
Indian arrowheads. "A friend of
mine and I found several artifacts

one day, and I began collecting
them," Meade said.
Once, he and another man unearthed a primitive man in Rowan
County.
'
As a member of an archaeological
team, Meade found 10 bodies and
parts of a child's skull. One adult
female skeleton had a necklace
which contained 30 crinoid beads.
These people found were of archaic
and woodland culture.
Meade has some of his artifact
collection on display in Lappin
Hall. Included in the display are
hammerstones,
celts,
axes,
necklaces, pottery, flint, skulls and
teeth.
Another hobbiest is Darlene
Ross, who collects mice. An MSU
sophomore from Brandenburg, she
began collecting mice in the fifth
grade, when for an health experiment, she was elected to feed and

• •• Now these snakes are mating • • . In reality, these snakes are dead. You don't think Les Meade,
a professor of biology at MSU, would handle these snakes if they were alive do you?

care for mice. That was when her
attraction for mice started.
As part of her hobby, she studdies mice and their habits, and she
says this is her reason for continuing collecting mice.
She buys her mice at pet shops,
and at present she has three mice,
which she also breeds.
Darlene keeps her mice in a cage.
" Anything that a person eats, my
mice will eat, she says, but I do not
give them much cheese because it
constitpates them."
Darlene's favorite mouse is a
black one named Pacino.
Some hobbies are risky, like
skydiving. David Byrd, a junior
fro m Louisville, is our resident
"bird."
Byrd's first experience in skydiving was in 1973 at the Green
County Sports Club. "The excite-

ment was what got me interested in
trying it," David says. "I'll do anything once."
Before diving, David received a
two-hour training course in what to
do in case his parachute didn 't
work. He was told that if the
emergency parachute didn't work
to pray.
For his first dive, David jumped
six feet, hit and rolled in gravel as a
landing practice. David explained,
"If you don't land with legs
straight, you will be okay. Otherwise, your legs will be broken."
Once, David went out with three
other jumpers and a pilot. David
was the first one to jump from the
plane. "I never really got scared because I was to busy keeping the
rules in mind, but when my time
came to jump, the pilot banked the
plane - that was the scariest part."
That jump was 2800 feet.

"The world looks like a patchwork quilt. Once making the jump,
the feeling is peaceful," he adds.
For his next adventure, David
wants to jump from a cliff and glide
on a kite.
Our next talented student is a
singer, guitarist, John Denver fan
named MaryBeth Rice. She is a
freshman from John Denver's resident state, Colorado, and is minoring in music.
Mary Beth began playing and
singing in the eighth grade.
"Watching other people play that
are really good, makes me work
harder," she says.
"Being sentimental is not the reason, just love," says Faye Dyer, a
freshman from Lewis County.
Faye's hobby is saving all cups,
straws and beer cans her boyfriend,
5

Reser collects artifacts for class
demonstrations in anthropology,
and he also uses them for home
decorations.
Dr. Reser commented , "I try to
collect something not found in gift
shops."
He also works in his greenhouse
where he grows and nurses plants
through the winter.

Love is. . . collecting cups from dates with that special someone. Faye Dyer. a freshman from, Lewis
County, does Just that.

Steve Vice, has drunk from in the
past two years.
None other than a King Kong
cup, received at the Portsmouth
Cinema, is her favorite of the collection.
It's no wonder sophomore Margie Cornett of Morehead loves basketball. Her dad was a high school
player, her oldest brother, Danny,
got a scholarship to play at MSU
and had an offer to play pro ball,
and her younger sister, Jeanne ,
played on the varsity team in the
eighth grade. Margie played basketball for six years in junior high
and in high school. She was also a
cheerleader in high school.
This past summer, Margie played
6

on the Morehead Clinic's softball
team.
Margie says, "My family are all
athletic, and I like staying in
shape." Margie says competition is
her main reason for playing basketball.
Collecting arrowheads as a Boy
Scout led to an interesting hobby
for Dr. Richard Reser, professor of
sociology and anthropology at
MSU. Today, he collects modern
artifacts.
"Rugs from different countries
are one of my central interests,"
Reser explains, "and also artifacts
and carvings found in Hindu temples."

Greg Sheehan paints his Volkswagen "bugs" strange colors.
The Louisville sophomore says,
"I've had three Volkswagens in the
last five years. They are multicolored, which came about with the
help of a few friends and 20 different colors of spray paint. The 'bugs'
have been painted with a random
rainbow of color and design."
However, when a fit of sanity hits
him, Greg sticks to a solid color.
His special paint jobs causes
problems. Once, after Greg painted
an " Impeach Nixon" statement on a
Volkswagen, someone threw a
brick through the windshield. Greg
sold the car the next day for $50.
Another problem was caused by
the bright paint jobs. "I couldn' t
drive anywhere without sticking
out like a sore thumb, " Greg
exclaimed.
The Volkswagen Greg has now
has another interesting story behind it. He has replaced every part
on the car except for the driver's
seat and the left front headlight.
As long as Greg's present "fit of
sanity" last, he will keep his current car one color: flat black.
Wendy Smith, a freshman from
New York, likes to work with paint
too. "My mother paints and maybe
that's who influenced me ," says
Wendy, who started painting two
years ago in an art class.
Wendy relates the beginning of
another facet of her hobby. "While
coming back from a store, I tripped
over some hickory nuts, and I got
the idea of painting faces on nuts
and giving them names." She now
has seven of these characters.
Wendy also grows plants, a
hobby which began when she
worked in a greenhouse. She has 10

plants now and says her favorite
plant is the air plant.
Wendy ' s roommate, Louise
Brown, makes daisy-designed afghans. Louise says she picked this
idea up from watching her sister
make them.
MSU senior Mike Sweeney is a
baseball star autograph collector.
He has autographs from about
4,000 stars.
Mike started his collection when
he was six years old. The majority
of the collection consists of baseball cards and three-by-five cards.
To get the autographs, Sweeney attends the games or uses mail delivery.
Sweeney's most valuable item of
the collection is a baseball signed
by Babe Ruth , Lou Gehrig, Joe
McCarthy, Joe Cronin, and William
Harridge. To get this ball, he traded
$250 worth of autographed playing
cards.
And we have our own pioneeer,
Steve Benton, a senior from Jessamine County who says that he is
" definitely a Daniel Boone freak."
Steve's hobby, buying and restoring old log cabins, started as a
childhood dream. In his dream,
Steve got the desire for a log
cabin house. He is now in the process of making that dream come
true.
He started hunting cabins in Janu ary, 1977, and so far has bought
two in Millersburg, Ky ., the first
one being purchased in August.
"The second cabin is a replica of
the original, and there is not a decayed spot in the logs." Steve said.
Although Steve has only two log
cabins, he wants to buy three more
be fore constructing his dream
h ouse out of barnwood.
"My plan is to build a two story
house," Steve said, "I want to conn ect all five cabins into a 10-room
h ouse with a full size basement.
The kitchen will have hardwood
floors, and the second floor loft will
be a sewing room with a large fireplace located elsewhere."
Steve said he wants his home
modern enough to be convenient so

The house of the future? Actually, MSU senior Steve
Benton wants to make this log cabin into his future
home. The renovadon has only Just begun.

he'll use central air and heat.
Not only does Steve want a log
house , but he says he wants to
purchase more cabins to build a
guest house and maybe a barn.
"I would rather work with the
cabins when the weather is cold,
because the cabins are full of bees
in the summer."
He explained the procedure he
takes after purchasing a cabin. "I
number each log when taking them
down . It is like working with a
giant puzzle. After the floor is removed, I take the cabin apart. There
is nothing but dirt floor underneath. The reason for this is to find
antique items. Once, with the aid of
a metal detector, I found 20 bottles
(some still had corks in them), belt

buckles, scissors" part of a lid on a
kettle, and an 1891 Indian head
penny, and of the greatest importance, an ivory handled toothbrush.Engraved on this toothbrush
was the word crescent, and the pictures of a half moon and a star." He
also found some hog bones, jaws,
and ribs.
Steve explained that most cabins
are approximately 150 years old.
Rafters in these old cabins were
numbered with Roman numerals so
the builders would know where to
place each one.
Steve's hobby is self-inspired. "I
just enjoy restoring log houses, I
like to preserve old things, not destroy them."
-BETTY PACK
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Norfleet's Golden Moment
MSU inaugural draws
dignitaries, faculty, students

Amid the pomp and ceremony
steeped in ancient academic ritual,
Dr. Morris L. Norfleet was inaugurated in late September as the
eighth president of the university.
Norfleet had been serving as
president since last summer - as
acting interim president until January when he took over the presidency in his own right.
The 46-year-old Pulaski County
native received the President's
Medallion, symbolic of power and
high position, from Lloyd Cassity,
chairman of the MSU Board of Regents.
In his 21-minute inaugural address, Dr. Norfleet called for a return to humanistic concerns. (See
excerpts on following pages.)
SGA president Evan Perkins de-
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livered what was termed by many
students as the finest talk of the
entire ceremony, urging the president to "know yourself, control
yourself, and give yourself."
Gov. Julian Carroll, an honorary
MSU alumnus , voiced his support
of the Norfleet administration, saying:
"It is clear that Dr. Norfleet is
eminently qualified to lead and
guide this university as it fulfills its
unique role in Kentucky'S system of
higher education. "
He continued:
"I know that the students and
alumni of this institution, the citizens of this city and rejion can
count on President Norfleet to hold
Morehead State University to a

steady course of growth and development. " .
The governor described the president -as "a man of integrity and
dedication.' ,
"The University is in good hands
- hands that will be firm , yet gentle and hands that are old enough to
be experienced yet young enough
to be energetic," the governor said.
The governor voiced his support
of MSU's request for funds to establish the Appalachian Development
Center next year to promote economic growth in Eastern Kentucky.
Delegates from more than 150
colleges and universities, learned
societies and associations and student organizations witnessed the
ceremony.

SGA President Evan Perkins
On behalf of the students of
Morehead State University, I have
the high honor of addressing this
distinguished audience to bring
greetings on the inauguration of the
eighth president of this institution.
Dr. Norfleet, we have seen dynamic
changes at Morehead State in
bricks and mortar and in programs
and curriculum. These changes
have been wrought by great leaders
and as these leaders step aside, we
are saddened, but our dismay turns
quickly to pride as we look forward
to another great educator and builder as president of our university.
The greetings I bring are in the
form of a challenge. A challenge to
lead according to the philosophies
of three immortal teachers. I bring
an appeal to know yourself, a philosophy born of Socrates . I urge you
to control yourself, as set forth by
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Cicero, and I implore you to give
yourself, the revelation of Jesus
Christ. Each of these are very
applicable to your capacity as president.
Dr. Norfleet, you must know
yourself and your staff, their
strengths and their limitations . You
must know the needs and desires of
the students, and act accordingly
within the best interest of the total
university.
Controlling yourself and those
around you in decision making is
both necessary and desirable. The
president, through his control, sets
the tempo of decision making. This
tempo should be deliberate,
wellthought and consistant.
The teaching of Christ to give
yourself must be paramount in the
actions of a leader. Dr. Norfleet,
your first ten months in office have

- G.W. Sheehan

exemplified this. You have given
yourself totally, without hesitation.
Please continue to listen, talk, and
draw from students, faculty and
your staff.
Yourself is the key to each of
these teachings and in the same
manner, Dr. Norfleet, the university
will center around you and your actions. A grave, unrelenting responsibility, but one you will continue
to grasp, challenge and master.
We each come today as witness
to the inauguration of a personable,
pragmatic, and dedicated man. Dedicated to the ideals of morality,
equality, and excellence.
And so, greetings and a challenge to know yourself, control
yourself, and give yourself come to
you, Dr. Norfleet, from the students
of Morehead State University, Kentucky, and the nation.

Metallic art on

The van is the latest mode in
traveling today. The once noisy,
hard driving box on four wheels
has finally been jazzed up. Customizing found its way off the surf
board onto the sides of vans. Why
mention surfboards? Well, the idea
of customizing originated along the
beaches of California and slowly
12

moved to the east coast.
Masses of people who own vans
travel to distant places , so why not
make traveling comfortable? Add
wall-to-wall carpet, a stereo system,
refrigerator, a couch that reclines
into a bed, plus a CB radio and
you're ready to move.
The idea of customizing vans

began with young people. New
ideas come from the younger generation , right? The older generation
has now caught on to the van craze
because of the vehicle's practicality.
Where does all this customizing
start?
If you don't already own a van,

four wheels
The van craze
comes to Morehead

you naturally have to buy one and
start there. For example, Opal
LeMaster, MSU Assistant professor
of Library Science, and her husband James, a pilot, bought a 1977
Chevrolet.
Their vehicle was just like any
other van straight from the manufacturer - bare. The LeMasters
made arrangements with the car
dealer, and they picked out all of
the customizing options. The car
dealer then shipped the van to
Van Masters of Columbus, Ohio.
The finished product was beautiful. The dark brown van was accented by customized stripes and a
h azy desert mountain scene was
p ainted on the sides. A few changes
were also made on the body, such
as a rectangular window on the
passenger side and penstar-shaped
rear windows. This autumn beauty
a lso sports superior chrome
w heels.
The inside of the van compliments the outside, with its autumn
colors. A yellow, brown and gold
carpet is on the floor. The sides are
upholstered in brown crushed velvet. The ceiling is paneled in walnut .
The inside also includes such
goddies as a stereo, air conditioning , a CB, three captain's chairs, a

double cabinet concealing a refrigerator and a brown couch that
converts into a bed.
Mrs. LeMaster says she likes the
van because it's great for traveling
and is more confortable than a car.
She also says her van is compact,
smaller than their family car.
"A van is excellent for hauling
items such as clothes. Driving the
van took some getting use to, but
now it's easier to drive because it
sits higher than a car. A disadvantage to the height of the van is that
low hanging trees scrape the top,"
said Mrs. LeMaster.
" The price of the van, straight,
cost between 6,500 and $7,000.
With the customizing, the finished
product cost $10,000. The insurance on the van is not much higher
than our Corvette we had. Overall I
think a van is the most practical
means of transportation for our
family despite the cost," Mrs.
LeMaster added.
Pepper Tyree, assistant professor
of Welding Technology, owns a
1977 Chevrolet also customized by
Van Masters. Tyree bought his van
off the lot customized. The silver
metallic van with pin striping is
simple looking on the outside with
no customized paint job, but the
large smoked glass window adds a

fine touch to his truck. Adding a
few changes in body characteristics, such as the glass, adds
class to the appearance of a simple
van.
The inside of Tyree's van is laid
in blue shag carpet and crushed
blue velvet cloth on the sides. It features a refrigerator, four captain's
chairs, a couch that converts into a
bed, a round table, stereo system,
and air conditioning.
"I've always been a van man even
before the van craze took off. May
van is used by the family especially
for our outdoor activities," said
Tyree.
"A van is cheaper for us as far as
size and room, compared to a station wagon. Driving is easy and visibility is excellent. On long trips it
is convenient to switch drivers
while one sleeps. My son and I frequently go on fishing trips, and the
van is excellent for hauling our
equipment. Most people fear owning vans because of the cost involved. I find insurance cost to be
no problem. For families, a van is
the most practical means of transportation," said Tyree.
How did car dealers approach the
new van craze?
"At first we slacked off on vans
when they became popular, be13

80th Interiors (below left and right) and exteriors
(above left and right) can be designed to meet the
owner's personality.

cause we were afraid the buying
trends in vans would be short. Instead the purchase of vans has
taken off," said Jim Nickells,
salesman for Larry Fannin Chevrolet in Morehead.
Why do people like to spend
great sums of money on vans? Nickells said many people like to have
something different to what their
friends drive.
How do dealers help people customize their vans?
"We sit down with the owners
and let them decide what type of
conversion they want. Then we
take the van to a customizer such as
Van Masters ," said Nickells.
The most popular van purchased
at Fannin's is the touring coach - a
four-seater with windows all the
way around.
Nickells believes vans in the future will be smaller, more stream-
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lined and have more glass.
Rick Keenum, an MSU sophomore from Raceland, found his own
van was much cheaper. Keenum is
currently redoing his yellow Dodge
and estimates that he 'll save from
$1,500 to $2,000 on customizing.
Keenum bought his van for
$5,000 and estimates the cost at
$6,500 completed. That same truck
would cost in the neighborhood of
$8,000 from the customizer. There
is one thing you must remember in
figuring cost and that is how much
you want to add to the van, and the
vehicle's purpose.
Presently , Rick ' s vehicle is
painted with an Oriental sailboat
scene on the side. The back features
two dragons.
A customized van allows the college student to create his or her
own atmosphere. A customized van
is something unique. It can have its

own special purposes such as being
a family vehicle or a partying place.
The van itself lets the viewer acknowledge the owner's personality
and creativity.
What is the viewpoint of the customizer, creator of the piece of art?
How does the process of customizing a van start?
Jim Cheadle, owner of Vandals of
Chillicothe, Ohio said, "First you
must know what the owner wants
and what the van will be used for.
Then you select from a list of options. There is quite a bit of difference between a family van and a
show van. "
What about the painting on the
outside? Does Cheadle have problems with undecided people?
"Well, you have to know exactly
what the person wants. There is no
second-guessing , because once the
paint is applied, there's no changing. Sometimes you have to bring
ideas out of people, especially
those who are undecided ," Cheadle
said.
"Many people who purchase

Opal LeMaster, at right, displays the interior of her
family's van.

vans try to customize the vehicle
themselves . Some customizing is
relatively easy, but when you start
cutting on the body or adding a particular item, the job becomes difficult. We sell parts for people to do
the ir own customizing ."
Cheadle thinks people spend
money on customized vans for several reasons. "There are those who
like to own vans for status. Others
like the van for traveling , which
saves on expenses, but mostly there
are those who do it for their own
convenience," he said.
" Since customized vans have become so popular, clubs have been
formed, so owners can meet each
other and share ideas," he added.
Like most pleasures, there is a
price tag. For some insurance is a
big cost.
Buying insurance for your vehicle can be frustrating, especially if
you are under 25 and single. Each
insurance company has its own set
of regulations. Prices among
policies will be different.
Most important is the make of the

vehicle and its fully customized
cost. These factors can make vastly
different insurance costs.
Some companies will not write
policies for persons who are under
25 and single. They have to remain
under their parent's policy.
If you're married and under 25,
you 'll probably have no trouble getting a policy and the cost will be
less than that for those of the single
set.
No insurance company will insure the outside of a van that is custom painted.
For example: A 1977 Chevrolet
valued at $10 ,000 fully customized
will cost a single male, age 25 , $580
per year for full coverage. Liability
will cost $127 and comprehensive ,
$214. These rates are based on figures provided by Wolfford Insurance in Morehead.
At Prudential Insurance the same

coverage for a single male runs
about $600 per years including
comprehensive. For the single
female - same age and same van the cost is only $413.
Insurance is important and
should be a part of your plan when
you are preparing to customize
your van.
Like other modes of transportation, vans have their advantages
and disadvantages - like the insurance, for example. However, few
vehicles reflect the owner's personality so well.
The next time you look at that
piece of metallic art on four wheels,
try to picture the owner.
If you are offered the opportunity, explore the van.
Who knows ? Maybe some day
you 'll be driving one too .
- DENNIS SMITH
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Sorority members get their rears In gear for the Greek Week Trike Race.

Are you one of those people who
came to college only to study? You
said to yourself, "I'm here to go to
school, I'll never join one of those
Greek organizations." Or, "I'm not
here to party, I'm here to study."
Then much to your surprise, you
found yourself pledging a fraternity
or sorority the next week, caught in
the whirlwind of activities that accompany such organizations. Then
you stop to think, "How did I get
myself into this?"
Many people come to school
w ith this very attitude, but due to
rush techniques of the Greeks and
t heir omnipresence on campus,
they ended up being one of the 20
percent of MSU students who "go
Greek." The current membership
fi gures are 417 men in fraternities ,
an d 327 women in sororities.
" Prospective members of Delta
Tau Delta," explained president
Jeff Cooper, "are usually first associated with the fraternity through
a friend. After this , they may be invited to the cafeteria or ballgames
so they can get to know the
brothers." Many join for the built in

social life , the chance to meet other
people.
Jon Stanley, president of Sigma
Nu fraternity, said that "Sigma Nu
stresses our ideals and our heritage,
of which we are very proud , to
prospective members . If the fraternity deems a rushee as being an
honorable man, we ask him to become a part of us. " Sometimes, it's
all a part of "fitting in."
Sororities on campus have formal
rush each January. Prospective
members sign up, and pay a $2
entry fee. Then each girl attends
rush parties to meet members of the
various sororities. After the first
round parties , the girl is invited
back to preference parties and expresses an interest in a particular
sorority and hopes she is extended
a bid. Each sorority has its own personality, a girl gets to know each
one , and what she wants from
them.
Exactly what do Greeks have to
offer? To begin with, MSU has 21
Greek social organizations : 13
fraternities and eight sororities.
Some groups are service organiza-

tions as well as social, which
should provide opportunities for
members to gain valuable experience in leadership and the responsibilities of running such an organization. Many of the sororities and
fraternities aid national fund raising drives such as the Delt
bike-a-thon for Muscular Dystrophy from Eastern Kentucky University to MSU.
Some groups also offer educational programs to members. These
programs provide tutoring and
counseling. Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority provides tutoring and
gives academic awards to the sister
in each class with the highest grade
point average.
Delta Tau Delta encourages better
studies through a program in
which members with high GPA's
are paired up with members holding a lower GP A. The team whose
combined GPA is improved the
greatest at the end of the semester is
recognized. The educational side is
highly emphasized through the requirement of a certain grade point
average to remain a member in
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good standing or to even be extended a bid. Prospective rushees
are required to have a 2.00 to be
considered for rush.
Each spring, one fraternity and
one sorority are given scholarship
trophies based on the overall GP A
of each group. The organizations
which currently have the trophies
are Delta Zeta with a GPA of 3.121

Amy AOPI, below, gets Pled!

as compared to all actives GP A of
2.927 , and Theta Chi with a GPA of
3.021 as compared to 2.59 for all
actives.
Besides academic improvement,
each organization on campus usually sponsors one campus wide
event per year. These include the
Tri-Sigma "Big Man On Campus"
contest, the Delta Zeta Slave Sale ,
the Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust, and the Theta Chi and
Delta Zeta Haunted House. Each
group also either has a spring formal or Christmas party, usually at a
nearby state park or city. The
brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
annually sponsor a spring formal in
ADUC which is open to all students.
Each fall, all fraternities and
sororities participate in a week of
fun and games, more commonly
known as "Greek Week." In the
past, each organization sponsored
one game, such as the Theta Chi
frisbee throw, Teke games, and the
Delta Gamma slip and slide. The
fraternities and sororities were ressponsible for their game. They had
to draw up rules, set-up for the
game, and provide judges.
However, this set-up caused
some controversy last fall , due to
possible prejudices and onesidedness between some of the or-

Rick Kurtzor, below, left, and TIm Wagner, right auction off TKE Little Sister,
Pam Vickers.

ganizations . As a result, the Panhellenic and Interfraternity councils
have decided to take over the
games next fall in hopes of relieving some of the controversy.
Though some feelings were hurt
during the games, one sorority,
Sigma Sigma Sigma, and one fraternity, Delta Tau Delta, emerged
victorious.
The organizations which govern
the Greeks are the Interfraternity
Council, of which Sigma Phi Epsilon Dennis Taylor is president, and
the Panhellenic Council under the
leadership of Kappa Delta Terri
Jimison. These bodies attempt to
regulate the rush actions and overall operation of the Greeks, as well
as to aid them in any way possible.
The advisors are Madonna
Huffman, associate director of
housing for women; and Clyde
James, associate dean of students .
Students go Greek for a number
of reasons. Tim Wagner, member of
Tau Kappa Epsilon, went Greek because "I like being involved, involved socially as well as fraternally with a group of individuals."
Linda (Plunk) Corrigan of TriSigma sorority went Greek for the
mere fact that "If you don't go
Greek, there is nothing else to do on
this campus ."
Some students , on the other
hand, do not prefer to pledge.
Mitch Blankenship, a Cincinnati
senior radio-tv major, said, "I just
can't find one I want to spend the
time and money on."
Money was also a drawback for
Greg Sheehan, a Louisville sophomore. He explained that he remained independant "because one
fraternity wanted too much money
from my budget." He also commented that "once I turned down
the invitation to become a member,
they were much less friendly to me
on the street."
Linda Roe, a freshman from Vanceburg , feels that "going Greek
takes the em phasis off scholastics
and places it on social well-being.
Greeks also have tendency to judge
people by the sorority of which
they are a member, by dress, and
not by individuality."

- Doc Gibson

Liz Tucker of Sigma Sigma
Sigma feels this is not true . She
says, "One has to be an individual
to even think about going Greek. To
be able to stand up and say things
in a meeting, even though you
know feelings might get hurt, is all
p art of being in a sorority. And the
nice thing is you know that grudges
w on 't be h eld , because in a sorority,
opinions are resp ected , not hated. "
As noted in thi s sa mplin g of
opinions ,MSU students have a variety of reasons for joining or not

Sigma Nu's, above, take the melon
and run in the watermelon relay.

Jo mmg the Greek system. Those
who have joined , for the most part,
believe they have benefited from
being Greek. Others who haven't
gone Greek feel their education is
complete with out belonging to fraternity or soro rity . What it all
comes down to is personal preference.
Most sororities and fraternities
feel they h ave a lot to offer and they
try to sell this to prospective members.
There's a lot involved in joining,

a lot you may not realize until you
join. The time commitment may
complicate your schedule but
there ' s an advantage to having
something to do , or someone to talk
to most of the time.
So if you came to college to
study, perhaps you should study
the pros and cons of going Greek,
get acquainted with the various
Greek groups , and then decide for
yourself.
- SUSAN DAVIS
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The
Job-Hunting

Game
University students venture
into Morehead job market

Armed with enough applications
to wallpaper a room and a fastdiminishing self-confidence, the
university student sets out to face
one of the most frustrating tasks of
all - finding a part-time job in
Morehead.
After hearing all the age-old lines
- "Don't call us, we'll call you"
and "We may have an opening in
three weeks" - a student may
begin to feel like its a hopeless case.
Actually the situation may not be
all that bad.
According to the results of a recent survey of Morehead, local
merchants seem fairly receptive to
h iring college students and many
do.
The manager at a local clothing
store, Stephens, says that his entire
staff goes to college and works
part-time. In fact, he said he will
n ot hire anyone who is not a col-

lege student. No experience is necessary and employees start out at
the minimum wage.
Andy's Pizza Parlor gives college
students top priority. Only three of
the employees are not students.
Several openings were available at
the outset of the fall semester and
many, many applications were
submitted. Andy's manager said
that he's always had gnod luck with
student labor, because, he says,
"they need work."
Jobs at fast-food chains seem to
offer the best opportunities. At
McDonald's the manager says that
"no experience is necessary, but
any will be taken into consideration."
Fully one-third of the payroll
there is college students . There is
normally a large turnover at the
beginning of each semester in the
scramble for part-time jobs.

Burger Queen also employs college students, although not as
many. One problem they have with
students is conflicts with school.
As the restaurant's manager put it,
"Sometimes they look more to their
social outlook, not their job responsi bili ty. "
He also pointed out that the work
was particularly good for those interested in a future in food service.
Availability and working hours
do present limiting factors in some
cases. A few merchants in the
downtown area commented that
they had hired college students in
the past but were hesitant because
students were not available when
needed most.
One store owner commented that
"holiday seasons are when I need
workers, and students usually want
to go home then."
However, some do employ one or
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Dan Pence found part-dme employment in the
sporting goods department at Hecks. Many students, such as Melinda Deyo, pictured on opening page, work at restaurants.

two students at the present time.
Bishop's Drugs has one student
employed and has hired students
recommended by another student.
Usually in all cases , no experience
is necessary and all pay minimum
wage . Only one store manager said
he preferred an applicant to have
previous experience.
Locations a good distance from
campus also have a fairly high percentage of student employment.
Holiday Inn's employees are 30
per-cent students and Hecks has at
least five or six students working
part-time, night shifts . Both report
good success with students although problems with school do
sometimes occur. At Holiday Inn
many students working there during the summer continue into the
fall. Of course, a car or access to one
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is necessary.
Jerry's restaurant has many students returning year to year. One
girl has been working there since
her freshman year, almost three and
one half years ago. Three students
were hired this year and again , and
no experience is n e cessary . Employees go through a two or three
week training period.
So how does the average student
go about filling out applications
and beginnin g the job hunting
game? Most businesses work
through the local unemployment
office which screens applicants for
them. However, the student should
check there and at the place of
business as many take applications
there also.
Some of the businesses work
through the Student Government

Job Placement located in ADUC.
SGA keeps in touch with local employers and lets them know w hen
they have students wanting work.
A couple employers have hire d
students referred from the SGA, although one employer commented
that he hadn't heard from them this
year.
For the student who qualifies, a
workshop offers a part-time job on
campus, perhaps even in the student's chosen vocation.
Sherman Arnett, of MSU's student financial aid office says some
1,330 students are currently on the
payroll as workships. Arnett says a
student can request where h e
would like to work, and the student
often gets his choice. What if a student doesn't like his job? Arnett say
"we try to adjust them to the right

Fast-food type restaurants provide Jobs for a
number of MSU students. Pictured here is Judy
Hall, hard at work at McDonald's.

job." All workships are paid the
same wages, which is 85 per-cent of
th e minimum wage. That figure is
n ow $2 an hour.
To qualify for a federal workship ,
a student must submit a Financial
Need Analysis form which is sent
into the state for approval. Unfortunately, many students are finding
th ey do not qualify. Even though a
stu dent may need the money for
on e reason or another or is actually
w anting to support himself through
school , if his parents' income exceeds a specified amount, he will
n ot qualify. A student has to list his
p arents' income if he was claimed
as a dependent by his parents for
incom e tax purposes , retroactive
one year. This policy catches some
stu dents in a bind . Several frustrate d students made the comment,

" I really need the work but I just
can't qualify."
Institutional workships financed
by the university do provide an alternative. These workships sometimes can be found in the student's
fi eld of interest. However, institutional workships are not that easy
to come by.
According to Arnett, these types
of w orks hips have been closely
analyzed this year and have been
awarded to the different departments to hand out. In some cases ,
only two or three may be given to
one department. The awarding of
these workships have now become
very competitive. Several students
returning to school this year found
that workships they were "promised" simply are not there . They either have to try again to qualify for

a federal workship or go off campus
for a job.
Frustrating as it is , job hunting
provides good experience for the
student. Looking toward graduation , students must begin thinking
about finding a more permanent
position. Job hunting for part-time
work gives a small taste of what is
to come. It takes a little effort but
the effort usually pays off. The key
to the whole game is keep trying ,
and submit applications as early as
possible.
Many businesses reported turnovers at the beginning of a new
semester. So, with pen in hand, social security number ready , and a
big dose of self confidence, get
ready to join the " hunt." The odds
really aren't that bad and success is
sweet! Perseverence is the key.
- CINDY BENTLE
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OU RATS!

Dr. Francis Osborne, associate professor of Psychology
at MSU, above, and graduate assistant, Charles Gregory,
lowers rat into testing chamber.

I see it in my rats , I see it in me,
and I think, I see it in my students,"
said Dr. Francis Osborne, associate
professor of psychology at MSU.
Dr. Osborne is talking about the
similarities between people and
rats. Each spring, he and his assistants engage in rat experiments designed to investigate these
similarities .
Dr. Osborne said the actual testing can be done with the same
stimulants which affect people.
"We could use hot or cold water,
bright lights , loud noise, or electric
shock."
He prefers electric shock, because the intensity can be easily
controlled. The level of pain the rat
experiences can best be compared
to a human accidently hitting a
nerve in the elbow of an arm.
Dr. Osborne said most rats overreact to pain . He uses a certain
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SHOCKED AGAIN!

shock level to overcome the rat's
ability to adapt to the schock. The
first shock causes a strong reaction,
but after a few shocks they do not
appear to react as strongly.
"A toothache is far more painful
than what I do to them."
Dr. Osborne's impression of the
rat experiments is based on over 13
years of personal experience, and
more than six years of formal education in psychology.
He has been an associate professor of psychology at Morehead
since 1967. He earned his B.A. degree at Cornell University in 1957.
His masters and doctorate were
conferred by Syracuse University
in 1966 and 1969, respectively.
His personal experience and education has not narrowed his view
on the rat experiments.
"I can't picture myself, someday,
opening up a clinic for distraught

rats. That's not the point of the
game."
Dr. Osborne said the point is the
understanding of human behavior,
not necessarily the rat's. It is much
easier to study this by using the rat
as a simple model. The general
laws of behavior, as observed in
rats, are then generalized to people
on a hypothetical basis.
"That does not mean we
generalize to people without testing them (the laws), but much of
the time it does work out. You can
best generalize to humans under
the age of seven. In a sense they
(rats) are like a child."
However, he said, past the age of
seven, psychologists have differing
viewpoints. Many agree a large
percentage of laws can still be
applied, despite the complex nature of human behavior.
A good example of a similarity is

the "fixed interval rat response."
The rat can respond all he wants,
but is rewarded only at fixed intervals. The rat learns this and responds less as the cycle begins. He
slowly increases to maximum response as the moment of reward is
anticipated. Once rewarded, he repeats the cycle.
"If you look at a college student
or professor who learns of an exam,
you will see that he will probably
study very little at first. Then as the
time draws near you see the responding increase. Finally, the
exam arrives and he stops studying
that subject till next time."
Dr. Osborne said rats are the most
popular test animal today. Rats
used in his experiments are purchased from a commercial supplier
who deals with a restricted genetic
pool, and are delivered germ free.
He said rats were first considered
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for experiments in the late 1800's ,
after Darwin pointed out the similarity of man and animals . The first
laboratory rats were bred around
the turn of the century. Till then
wild rats had to be used , which
were mostly too mean too handle.
Dr. Osborne said the rat's popularity was hastened in 1910 when
behaviorism was accepted as a
school of psychology.
"One of the things the behaviorists were very adamant about
was that you should study behavior
and not mental experience; and no
one could accuse you of asking
your rat how he felt."
He said rats were not the most
popular test animal till the late
1930's. They were popularized by
B.F. Skinner and Clark Hall, both
famous psychology experimentors .
Before then cats, dogs, monkeys ,
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and even chickens were used .
"Chickens were extremely p opular in the 1930's. We were going
through a depression - you could
always eat your subject after you
got through runn ing (t es t ing)
them. "
As you might expect, Dr . Osborne and his assistants failed to
develop an appetite for rat meat.
However some of his studen ts actually expressed sympathy for the
rats .
Charles Gregory, a graduate student in experimental psychology,
said , "I personally fee l the use of
shock and such items , causing pain
to the animals , can be avoided by
using other methods. However, if
either method is applied and the
results prove somethin g to us , I
think the research is valid. It would
be impractible to put humans into a

chamber and shock them , although
humans are put in that type of situation everyday. That's why we can
relate from the use of animals. Even
though , intellectually I think it's
valid approach."
Another assistant, Renee Phelps,
a junior psychology major, admitted being confused about the exact
purpose of the experiments. She
feels a number of the professors are
pressured into publishing a certain
amount of journal articles about
experiments .
She said , " In my weaker moments I feel reall y bad about it,
guilty. I get emotional when I see
these little rats clawing, trying to
get out. They squeak and cry. If it
had to do with cancer research,
then I would approve. Sometimes I
can't see any value in just shocking
them for what they're doing here."

Barry Cartmell, another assistant
and a graduate student, said, "If it's
done in the name of 'scientific
knowledge' I think it has a place in
the journal. But most experimentors , including myself, felt maybe it
w as a little inhumane. However, it
definitely has a place, and Dr. Osborne is doing a fine job. It's also a
job I get paid for. "
Dr. Osborne believes his rat experiments are worthwhile. His interest in the experiments is threefo ld.
He writes articles for leading
psychology journals. He believes
sharing the results of his experiments creates a flow of knowledge
vital to continued research.
He also has great interest in
le arning as much as possible about
how and why we behave.
" I assume that I can't understand

it overnight. What I am trying to do
here is take a piece at a time. At this
point, I am trying to understand
one asp ect of behavior in a small,
control situation."
Likewise, Dr. Osborne would like
students to learn from the experiments. The 10 assistants - freshmen through graduate assistant learned how to design, run, and
interpret the experiments . Participation in the experiments has
helped some of his students get
into graduate school.
He said MSU also benefits from
the experiments. Publication of articles in national psychology
magazines creates an academic respect for our psychology department at other universities .
In a more important sense , the
experiments playa vital role in the
discovery of new knowledge.

Explained Dr. Osborne, "It's not
profitable for Ford Motor Company
(or any big company) to sponsor research on rats. " There is not commercial value.
The financial backing is shared
by MSU and the federal government. A faculty Research Grant
pays for the supplies and equipment needed. His 10 assistants
were paid with funds from several
federal programs.
Although all of Dr. Osborne's assistants are paid for their work, he
believes the learning experience
proves to be valued later in life.
Dr. Osborne and his assistants
were very helpful in supplying information for this article . However,
all of the rats involved refused
comment. They must have realized
it would be unprintable.
- G.W. SHEEHAN
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Cure jor week.end horedom .

For some unknown reason,
weekends in Morehead have a bad
reputation. Most cite boredom, lack
of activities and or the lack of anyone on campus for the weekend as
causes.
Many students go home for the
weekend. Some go home with
others. A few stay here. Others have
discovered Lexington.
Lexington - in the heart of the
Bluegrass - every superlative in
the Moreheadians' vocabulary is
expended in describing the city.
Located only an hour away to the
west, Lexington has almost everything a person could ask for as far
as activities and places to go.
lf you like sports , eating, shopping, dancing and other forms of
night life and entertainment ,
Lexington is the place to spend
your weekend.
Sports
Between the college and the
horses, Lexington has enough in
the way of sporting events to make
up for the lack of any professional
teams .
The University of Kentucky famous for its fine athletic teams, provides capacity crowds for football
at Commonwealth Stadium in the
fall , and for basketball at Rupp
Arena during winter months.
Located in the heart of Kentucky's horse region, racing at two
Lexington tracks draw spectators
from throughout the country.
Keeneland, one of the most famous tracks in the nation, is located
on Versailles Road west of the city.
There are generalJy two meets per
year, one in the spring and another
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in the fall.
The Red Mile is a harness track
located, logically enough, on Red
Mile Road between South Broadway and Versailles Road. Once
again racing dates vary from year to
year, and it's best to consult a
newspaper or local publication for
dates before heading to the races.
Races at Keeneland are run during the day with post time usually
about 1:30 each afternoon. The Red
Mile provides racing under the
lights, with post time at 7:30 during
their racing dates.
Shopping
Lexington is perhaps better endowed than any other city of its
size with shopping centers , malls,
stores and other places you can
spend your hard earned cash.
Probably the largest place is
Fayette Mall on Nicholasville
Road . Fayette Mall , totally enclosed, houses 75 stores. It's possible to spend a whole day - maybe
even a whole week here without
running out of stores. Car shows ,
antiques exhibitions, and similar
displays are often offered inside the
mall itself.
Lexington Mall, on Richmond
Road, and Turfland, on Harrodsburg Road , are large and offer
much the same fare .
The newest shopping center in
town is located at Lexington
Center, home of all the good concerts and stuff, right downtown.
Most of the shops here look pretty
exclusive , so bring plenty of
money. Of course, there are still the
old shopping centers which are not
enclosed , (Eastland, Southland ,

etc) open and doing a brisk business.
Dining
Lexington has all types of restaurants featuring fare ranging from
hamburgers to steaks , and from seafood to Chinese cuisine. There are
too many quick carry-out restaurants to list. You can find them on
ever main street throughout town.
Steaks and other fine dining;
Cliff Hagan Rib Eye, 941 Winchester Road, fresh cut top choice Rib
Eye steak; Campbell House, 1375
Harrodsburg Road, steak and seafood ; Wing's Tea House, New Circle Road , Cantonese food , Joe
Bologna 's Pizza , three locations
over town , Sicilian pizza, Italian
food, garlic sticks ; Mississippi
Rover Company, Richmond Road at
New Cricle Road, steaks; Nellie
Kelly's, Landsdowne Shopping
Center, Tates Creek Road, steaks,
seafood and booze.
These are only a few of the many
restaurants, but enough to give you
an idea of the variety. There are
fine restaurants in most of the
motels including Holiday Inn,
Howard Johnson's , Hyatt Regency,
Hilton Inn, etc. There also are a few
of the eat and drink establishments
around town.
Night Life
Most big motels have a lounge or
night club some featuring name entertainment.
Rupp Arena in Lexington Center,
provides big name musical entertainment throughout the year. The
Lexington Opera House, newly renovated, features both musical and
dramatic performances, such as

" Oh, Calcutta!"
You can enjoy both an evening of
d ining and drama at Diners
Playhouse on North Broadway.
With the college in town, there
are plenty of places to spend an
evening. The Library in the University Plaza Shopping Center next to
UK is a popular place among col-

lege students. The Library features
a discoteque and a restaurant. For
the less discerning patrons there
are places like Comers, Randys and
the Red .Lion.
Lexington is the perfect sized
city in which to spend a day or
weekend. Everything you would
like to do in Morehead, but can't

find makes the hour drive to
Lexington well worth the trip. If
you need more information concerning things to do or places to go,
stop by or write the Greater
Lexington Chamber of Commerce.
- MITCH BLANKENSHIP
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The first (& probably last & only)

Every August, Morehead's restaurants clean their windows, get
out the, extra menus and start hiring
again in time for their busiest season, the school year.
It's no surprise that MSU students help keep the restaurants in
town in business and also attract
new establishments , such as
McDonalds and Pizza Hut, to name
only a couple. The new Trademore
Shopping Center going up at the

1-64 interchange is also slated to include a number of new restaurants ,
including the Windmill Pancake
House, which didn't open in time
to make our restaurant guide on the
following pages.
Since MSU does not offer or require students to eat in its cafeterias
on a meal ticket basis, students
from homes which supplied plenty
of home-cooked food have to de-

cide when and where to eat.
An over-abundance of pizza and
hamburger places make it clear that
home-cooking is not the only type
meal students are after, however.
Paranssus staff member Mitch
Blankenship during the fall put together a list of culinary establishments in this the first , and probably
last and only restaurant guide to
Morehead.
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Resfauranf

Location

Specia{ities

PIZZA
Pizza Hut

FleminfJshurfJ Road

Pizza-thin and crispy or thick and
chewy, spaghetti, Cavafini.

Andy's

East Main street

Pizza, spagheffi, subs and Greek
Gyros.

Pasc/uale's

Main &- University

Pizza, spaghetti, Gondola and
stromboli steak sandwiches.

Mario's

Main street

Pizza, spaghetti, lasagne, veal and
hamburgers.

McDonald's

FleminfJshurfJ Road

Hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
Big-Macs, Quarter pounders, jish
and french fries. Breakfast

BurfJer Queen

FleminfJshurfJ Road

Hamburgers, cheesburgers, Royal
Burgers, Imperial Burgers, jish and
french fries. Breakfast.

Thack.er's

FleminfJshurfJ Road

jim-Boy, french fries, chicken and
dinners.

Dairy Cheer

East Main Street

s mashburgers, double burgers,
hamburgers, hot dogs, creamy
ice-cream and hard ice-cream.

Dairy Queen

U.S. 60 East

Hamburgers, hot dogs, creamy
ice-cream, sundaes, and banana
spMs.

Jerry's

East Main Street

sandwiches, steaks, chicken, special
dinners and breakfast

Kentuck.y Fried
Chick.en

East Main Street

chicken, steaks, sandwiches and
breakfast

HAMBURGERS

ICE CREAM/BURGERS

FAMILY
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Resfauranf

Location

Specialities

HOME COOKING
EafJle's Nesf

Main Streef

Home-cooked dinners, sfeaks, and
bakery.

Mac's

Main Streef

Home-cooked specials, hamb14rjers,
sandwiches and home baked pies.

A.D.U.C.

Campus

All types oj meals from sfeaks fo
roast beej fo chicken. All meals.

Alumni

Alumni Tower

CAFETERIA

GRILLS
A.D.U.C.

Campus

Alumni

Alumni Tower

Hamb14rjers, hof dOjs sandwiches
and ice-cream.

FINE DINING
FleminfJshurfJ Road &- I 64

Sfeaks, meals, salad bar and S14tfday
B14jjef.

FleminfJshurfJ Road

Fish, chicken and fries .

Allen's IGA (2)

Easf &- Wesf Main Streef

Meatfoaj, chicken, and sandwiches.

Old Smokehouse

FleminfJshurfJ Road &- I 64

BB-Q, co14nfry ham, sandwiches.

Holiday Inn

SEA FOOD
LonfJ John Silvers
DELI'S
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Momma may have been a coal miners daughter but.

Katbird Digs Coal

Even though working in a coal
mine requires her to be underground, Kathrine "Katbird" Isaac
said, "It 'moves you up into the
world really. I can work and still go
out to enjoy myself. It's not like
being in prison, like most people
think."
Katbird has worked in or around
coal mines since she was 11 years
old. She is now a 19-year-old junior
recreation major from Martin in
Floyd County.
She was able to work around coal
mines at an early age because her
father owns the Hilltop Mining
Company. He paid her out of his
pocket till she was put on the
payroll at age 17. At 18 she was allowed to work inside the mines.
"He wanted us to start early so
we could learn more," she said.
Katbird has worked almost every
job at the mines.
. Most of the time she works long
hours, but she has no complaints
about this.
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"The majority of the time I work
12-15 hours a day. There's real
good money in it," said Katbird.
Past and recent mining disasters
have not changed her beliefs about
mine safety. She believes accidents
do not happen if workers are careful.
"They're caused by careless
workers trying to get done in a
hurry. Many of the accidents happen the day before a holiday when they are in a hurry to go
home," she said.
Although she is the only woman
working at the mines, she has no
trouble relating to the other miners.
"They treat me just like another
worker. Nobody's perfect, so we
work together. If a piece of equipment needs repairing or moving we
all help," said Katbird.
Katbird needs help to resist
laughing when one of her friends
refuses to believe she actually
works in the mines.
She said, "They just don't believe

me till one of my closer friends
says, 'She really does.'"
When she talks to other women
about working in the mine, they
usually shy away.
"Most of them are not interested
- except for working in the office,"
she said.
Katbird continued, "I have three
sisters who fiddle around the
mines, but they will not go into
one. I don't think they're scared.
They're just afraid to get dirty."
Katbird really enjoys working in
the mines.
"I believe I could work there till I
die, or something happens to me,"
she said.
Katbird has even considered
quitting school so she can work in
the mines on a regular basis again.
When I'm at school, there is always somebody breathing over my
shoulder, or there is something I
must do," she said .
She continued, "When I am at
home I can relax more. There are

places to go, people to be with, and
things to do."
Whether she stays at MSU or deci des to return to the mines, her
impression of MSU students will
not change.
"1 love people on this campus.
You can tell a kid from Morehead
'cause they're all basically happy.
No one has a chip on their shoulder," said Katbird.
Her desire to work in the mines
will also not change unless a possible future husband asks her to quit.
She is looking forward to marriage
an d having children.
"Everybody has to be loved and
cared for. You never look to the
past - you look for now and the
future," she said.
Katbird continued, "If 1 ever have
a kid , I'll be with it. When a kid
grows up he really needs you."
Until then, she will continue her
work in the mines.
- G.W. SHEEHAN

-

C .W . Sheehan
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Outstanding

• • •

What exactly does it mean?

The outstanding types always
stood out in high school- the vivacious blonde cheerleader, the
genius tucked away in the library,
the student council president battling the system. But at the university level with its expansive campus and hoards of students , outstanding persons are not quite so
obvious to the general public's eye.
We at Parnassus decided to
shrink the campus of MSU a bit by
featuring " outstanding " students
selected by department heads .
* * *
"I love children and books - I
think they go together. There's a
world of knowledge at their fingertips in books, and if I can get them
to use it it's marvelous."
The speaker is SUSAN WILLENBRINK, a graduate assistant working in the Library-Science Instructional Media Department. Back at
MSU after three years of working at
the Engelhard Elementary School
in Jefferson County as a libraian,
Susan calls those three years " one
of the highpoints of my life ."
She was inspired to enter her
field, she says, because of the void
of library instruction in her child-
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hood. While studying here she received the position of head of the
national library sicence magazine.
" I'd like people to forget the old
image of a librarian" she stresses.
"And forget the argument of books
versus audio-visuals! Put the two
together! "
Susan says she would one day
like to own a children's bookstore.
* * *
"If you're going to do anything,
do it the best you can. There's no
excuse for not trying. If you do your
best in one thing, it opens the way
to other things. Messing up severely hurts your chances next
time. It's easy to convince yourself
that you are doing your best when
you are not."
These are the beliefs of JOHN
STEVEN SLAUGHTER , a senior
with a double major in environmental science and biology. "The
two subjects go together - and
what with the relating courses , I
can really get into it."
"I believe that the biggest thing.
in the future will be the energy
shortage. People just won't accept
that there are problems. If I could
be instrumental in making people

realize how precious the things are
that they take for granted, I would
be glad. "
"My life is based on my relationship to God - my aim is to live the
way I should on this earth. When
I'm disappointed it's because I didn't do what's right, not because I
have failed.
John recently won the National
Wildlife Federation Award as the
top conservationist college student
in Kentucky. He hopes to do field
work when he graduates.
* * *
JAN SEITER ranks higher than
any other ROTC on campus. He's a
cadet lieutenant colonel and last
year won the Outstanding Cadet,
Outstanding Junior Cadet, and the
Association of U.S. Army's Outstanding Cadet awards.
He joined ROTC as a junior, and
to make up for two years of missed
classes he was sent to basic training. There he found out that "I get
into discipline and training. "
Last summer he was chosen to go
to ranger school, which trains
troops to operate for extended
periods of time behind the enemy
lines. For the army's most ad-

vanced, only two percent are considered ranger qualified. (Out of
Jan's class of 214, 70 finished.)
For nine weeks he was drilled in
such things as mountaineering and
swamp survival. He was required to
stand inspection for as long as three
h ours at a stretch, wearing at least
5 0 pounds of equipment on his
back. At most, he slept two hours a
n ight for the nine weeks at the
school.
Jan tells the story of a classmate
w ho, while dropping to the ground
in exhaustion from a hiking trek,
threw his arm over on a six-footlo ng diamond-back rattlesnake.
The snake struck him three times,
an d in shock, the man grabbed the
sn ake, pulled its head off, and
promptly fainted. Taken to a hospital, it was found that the snake had
struck the man's pistol belt where
its fangs were found to be embedded. The entire side of the fellow's
body was wet with venom.
And the snake?
" We ate it. We were hungry. It
w as very dry - reminded me of
tu na fish."
Jan will be commissioned in May
as a second lieutenant.
* * *

Susan Willenbrink

" I attended Coles Junior High
School in Ashland, and every year
the local TB hospital had a contest
for the best TB newspaper. Every
other year our school won the contest, and my year we decided that
for the first time we would win it
twice in a row. A friend and I drew
for the cover a red, white, and blue
skull smoking and with a factory in
the top of its head. We won the
award , and it was then that I
realized journalism could be exciting."
That was the last time for a while

that FRANK BROWN, JR., senior
journalism major and editor of the
Trail Blazer, would have any association with newspapers. The
next time he was attending the
Ashland Community College, and
tired of working at a Holiday Inn,
some friends helped him to get a
job at the Ashland Daily Independent. There he saw the inner workings of the newspaper business
and was influenced to change his
major from radio-TV to journalism.
" Journalism is one thing that I
don't plan to do half-way. I know
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John Steven Slaughter
the paper is damn good this year
and I feel proud to see students
reading it. I like getting reactions to
our stories - I'm not above sensationalism - but we never print
anything that's not true."
"One thing I've learned in this
business that I'd like to pass on is
that the best place to buy aspirin is
at Hecks - it's usually on sale there
for 69¢. Also, if you get burned on a
story, don 't get too discouraged,
and don't look just for bad news if
you're strictly a news reporter."
Frank said that the highlight of

..
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his career so far has been getting to
touch Jack Mabley's chair while
touring the offices of the Chicago
Tribune, (Mabley is a columnist
there.)
He hopes to one day be on the
management end of a newspaper.
* * *
"Go into art with an open mind.
Listen to your teachers and understand that they really do have
something worth while to tell you.
Open yourself to different styles of
art. "
This is the advice of BARBARA

ROCHELLE WILLS , a senior with
an area of concentration in art.
"I always did like to draw - do
mostly watercolors and figure
drawing. I knew nothing of these
before I came here. School has
helped a lot - I've improved one
hundred percent! But I have lots of
room for more improvement, I really need to practice and work on
it. "
Barbara has married since starting school and finds it more difficult now to get to campus to do
work and to find room in her home
for her art work. She does find time
to be a member of the Cardinal Key
National Honor Society.
"Ideally one day I'd like to freelance landscapes in water colors.
It's good that I'm married, I probably have a better chance to do this
than if I had to support myself."
* * *
"I worked at a camp for the mentally retarded during the summer
and there was a little boy there who
was extremely afraid of water. He
wore out the seat of his swimming
trunks scooting on the cement to
get away from me. I kept encouraging him and on the last day of camp

he stood in the water. As far as he
w as concerned that was like being
an olympic diver. He was so proud!
He said that he liked me better than
Buc k Owens , Johnny Cash and
Charlie Pride combined."
DEBRA SPOTTS proudly related
this story which will probably not
be unlike many more episodes she
w ill encounter after she graduates
w ith an area in learning behavior
disorders.
" I have always been interested in
th e handicapped - I read every
Helen Keller series they made . I've
decided I want to teach trainable
m entally retarded person."
Debra was awarded a trip to
Ja maica by the National Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority for having
the highest grade point average in
one of the seven regions in the nation . She is a member of Gamma
Beta Phi honorary.
Her goals are to first deal with
her class of trainables until they
perform their best , and then she
wants to work in an administrative
position so that she can help in
more areas.
* * *
" There 's a lot more to teaching

Barbara Rochell Wills

then what students see. I was
amazed at all the things, the planning and the paper work. . . I plan
to teach at a secondary school first,
and then be a college teacher, and I
don't think I'll have much trouble
getting a job. This summer after I
graduated I had 10-12 job offers."
NINA WATSON is a graduate
student who is now working on her
masters in business education. She
became interested in her field after
taking several business courses in
high school under an "excellent
teacher," and after taking courses at

Morehead , " I was convinced that
business was for me."
"Academics have always been a
major part of my life. To stick with
a job it takes preserverance. You
have to take it one step at a time.
There have been times that it has
taken a lot of effort to get work done
to my satisfaction."
From New Richmond, Ohio ,
Nina substituted for a teacher on
maternity leave last summer at
George Rogers Clark High School.
" It was great - I was all excited
about teaching, and there were no
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more."
* * *

Nina Watson

discipline problems with the class .
It was nice to be able to go right

from school into a teaching position.
* * *

PA TRICK WATTS is a senior
majoring in political science and
minoring in history. "I want to go
to law school, and I must have a
firm foundation in both of these. If
everything goes right, I plan to attend law school next year at the
University of Kentucky."
Patrick says he is leaning toward
becoming either a business or cor40

porate lawyer. " I'd like to see more
'corporate responsibility ' - more
investments by cor porations in
humans. We need to get back to
people . The emphasis is on
technology today , and, as a result,
we can make cars efficiently but not
pick up garbage."
An avid reader, Patrick encourages students to work hard to enrich their education beyond what
they are taught in the classroom.
"Become familiar with lots of ideas
and aspects of many things broaden your horizons and see

"I think that parents have a responsibility to guide a child, and I
have to give my folks a lot of credit.
My father is a civil engineer and my
mother is a chemistry major. They
saw early that I had a talent academically, and they encouraged me
to develope. I was taught that
grades were the most important thing - you do your lessons
first, and then you try to make the
ball team or whatever. "
PAMELA GILLEY is a junior
math major who one day hopes to
teach in a secondary school. She
receives the presidential honor
scholarship and the Fenton T. West
Scholarship of Science and Math.
"School has been a lot of hard
work. A lot of people are more socially inclined, and that's fine . But I
think that you need to be your own
person, and not let anyone try to
tell you what to do. There are people who would turn you from the
way you want to go . I think you
have the obligation to do what you
want to do."
* * *

Sixty-three trophies represent
three years of tournament activity
in 12 states for JOHN EDWARDS,
senior with an area in communications. Only involved in speech for

one year in high school when he
took a speech course, he became a
charter member of the individual
events team at MSU when it was
formed when he was a sophomore.
John would like to teach and
coach individual events on the colle ge level. "I'd like to see more of
an interest on the part of administrators; their seeing more purpose
and relevance in individual events.
This year John and Teammate
Mike Clark won second place in the
n ation in a duo interpratation. He
w as also a quarter-finalist in prose
interpratation at the national tourn ey . While participating in the
fi na l
round
of the
duointerpratation, John said that a photographer entered the room where
about 100 persons were sitting.
" Our turn was next, and after we
h ad finished, the man decided to
take pictures of us. He had us do a
p ortion of our act all over again, the
judges saying that it would be all
right. The next morning I was lying
in be d after having smashed my
fing er in the crack of the bathroom
do or the night before, and four girls
came running in with a copy of the
Was hington Post. The man had
been a photographer for the Post! I
w as shocked. Since then , we've had
copies from all over the U.S. sent to
us with people's congratulations."
* * *

Pam Gilley

I became interested in health ,
P.E. and recreation when I was a
sophomore in high school. I had
always participated in sports and
that year we had a pretty good
teacher. I hope to teach health, P.E.
and recreation or French in a secondary level someday, or else teach
health, P.E. and Recreation at college. "
MARY HULLAR is a graduate of
MSU now working on her masters.
She was named outstanding female
in health, P.E. and recreation last

year and graduated with high distinction.
Her favorite sports are volleyball,
swimming and gymnastics, and she
says that the highlight of her college career was winning the state
volleyball tournament in 1974. " It's
my own way to do my best. I can't
be satisfied otherwise. If I can find a
job , I know I'll enjoy teaching,
especially P.E. skills. I enjoy watching people learn something new."
-

KATHY PARTIN
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Paranormal
Paraphanalia

- G.w. Sheehan

MSU's assistant librarian Davis
believes in ghosts, UFOs, & ESP

"I believe, if not within my
lifetime, within the next 100 years
there will be a science that is concerned with what 1 consider the
paranormal. "
Webster's New World Dictionary
defines paranormal as "designating
or of psychic or mental phenomena
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outside the range of the normal."
Margret Davis made the above
statement. She is assistant librarian
at the Johnson-Camden Library.
She is in charge of handling material received from the United States
Government Printing Office. (Nothing to do with her belief in the

paranormal.)
Mrs. Davis defines the paranormal as "anything that cannot be
explained by scientific method."
Her experience with the
paranormal includes UFO (unidentified flying object) sightings a?d
ESP (extra sensory perception) re-

velations. She also reads all published material available on the
subject.
She, along with her husband,
Bill, have seen many UFOs. They
are bright objects in the sky that do
not look or act like conventional
aircraft, she said.
The most interesting UFO was
seen by Mrs. Davis' husband, Bill.
One night he had slowed his
truck at a country intersection. As
he entered the intersecting road,
the countryside became very
bright. He stopped, thinking he was
heading into the path of an oncoming car. There was no car, but the
entire countryside was as bright as
sunlight. The light, however,
looked artificial.
Abruptly, the light subsided.
Then an orange streak sped off into
a northeasterly direction.
Davis did not tell anyone about
this. The next day the newspapers
reported the same sighting in Indiana, the direction the UFO
seemed to be headed.
"He was overawed, as most people are when they have a very close
to home, so to speak encounter
with a UFO," said Mrs. Davis.
She believes there is more than
one class of UFO. As there are different countries on Earth, there are
different organized civilizations in
sp ace. Each sends a different class
of UFO.
Davis thinks UFO's have had a
"finger in the pie" of earlier civilizations on Earth. Most of the time
UFOs have been friendly, but at
some times show animosity toward
us. Some even played tricks.
"I think some of them get to be
right smart alecs now and then and
pu ll a few tircks that are very human," said Mrs. Davis.
Another paranormal belief Mrs.
Davis avows is in ghosts.
" A gho'st, I believe, is a spirit that
does not realize the last body it inhabited is dead and is wandering
around looking for the body," she
said.
Ghosts may be convinced to
leave by telling them the body is
dead, and it is time to go on their

business. However, this does not
always work.
She had a ghost in her house
once. The house had been purchased from a family who had just
experienced the death of a son in a
car accident. The mother could not
bear to go into certain rooms of the
house.
The ghost first made its presence
known to Mrs. Davis by walking
through the house. Her husband
always arrived home late, so she
was the only one to hear it the first
two times. As time passed, however, her husband and one of his
close friends heard the ghost.
The Davis's became aware of it,
and whenever the noise was heard,
they tried to find a logical way to
explain it. This was not always
easy.
Once, Mrs. Davis was home alone
when the ghost walked onto the
front porch, through the front door,
through another door, and then
ceased its wanderings. The storm
door and the front door were still
locked.
Just as mysterious is an ESP revelation, another of Mrs. Davis' beliefs.
She believes we all have ESP
powers. However, if we do not try
to use them, they will grow very
weak. She compares it to a machine
that is not used much. It will rust
and not work very well.
Her explanation of how ESP
works is related to how radio signals are sent. To make ESP work,
there must be a sender and a receiver, both atuned to the same
psychic wavelength.
"I had much stronger psychic
powers when I was young than I do
now. Since I have become so interested in this (paranormal), I am getting more sensitive again," Mrs.
Davis said.
Her ESP happenings, however,
are few and far between. She would
like to try her powers on a regular
basis, but has yet to find someone
to be a partner.
Beyond Mrs. Davis' personal experience, she holds other beliefs
about which she has read. One of

these is reincarnation, the belief
that the soul will be reborn into
another body.
She believes a person's soul is
reborn after death, unless the soul
has attained its goal. Once the soul
attains its goal, it goes to what is
commonly called Heaven.
If the soul is reincarnated, it does
not immediately go to another
body. There is a period of rest and
meditation. In this period the soul
realizes that it is not perfect and
seeks a new body.
Mrs. Davis belongs to a church.
She did not name the church, because she is not an active member.
She does not think Jesus Christ, as
the Christian churches worship
him, is the only form he has ever
taken on this Earth. The Bible, as
she reads it, tells her just that.
"I am quite sure there are those in
church who would consider me
very heretic. I am not. I believe in
God and that Jesus was the son of
God," Mrs. Davis said.
She is not adversely affected by
non-believers. Her 10 years experience in paranormal happenings has
convinced her to believe.
"I have come to believe this. That
is important. You have to believe
before you can try to understand. If
not, there is no way to get anywhere," Mrs. Davis added.
"Psychic feeling" is a factor affecting one's belief. Some people
are more developed than others,
since our feelings vary in sensitivity.
A person's point of view also affects belief.
Explained Mrs. Davis, "If I look
at an object and start describing it
as I see it and if you are sitting there
looking at the same object, to you it
might look entirely different."
Mrs . Davis is very- interested in
the paranormal and she likes to talk
to people who have had these experiences. Last spring she participated in a lecture series on the
MSU campus and hopes to give
more lectures.
"I am not bashful. I tell it like I
see it," she proudly stated.
- G.W. SHEEHAN
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Fascinating Physical Science
Falls uses toys to
make learning easier

Dr. William R. Falls Sr., professor
of science and department head of
science education, still enjoys playing with toys. In fact, he plays with
toys while teaching physical science at MSU.
Dr. Falls plays with "Physics
Toys." These toys help teach students the principles of physical
science.
"I think it helps to entertain the
students more than the typical lecture class."
He said the need to use these toys
occured when MSU's physical science course changed it's teaching
format. Courses were reduced to
one semester from two, and the
two-hour lab was terminated.
Because of these changes, Dr.
Falls said, the information has to be
taught in a shorter time period, and
the size of the classes are increasing. This had led to student apathy.
"They could not reason why they
should have to learn about the natrual world."
With the help of over 200 toys,
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Dr. Falls relates to the students in
more tangible ways - thereby
creating student interest.
"If students get to see things they
have never seen before, it arouses
their natural curiosity."
The toys have been purchased
over the last 12 years with money
from National Science Foundation
Grants and MSU's Institutional
Supply Account. Dr . Falls estimates the toys cost about $20,000.
"Some of the toys are quite expensive - especially the laser
beam device. "It cost about $500."
The most unique toy is a spinning top. In affect, it is a small electric motor - the little top acts like
an armature.
"It's just a little tan platform with
a flat top you start spinning - it
spins for hours and hours."
In spite of Dr. Falls' toys, some
students still find his class boring.
His 18 years' experience has taught
him to recognize them.
"Sometimes I can look over the
class and see their thoughts wan-

ing. They are 'glassy' eyed, or look
at the clock nervously."
He tries to renew their interest by
sneaking a cheap pun into his lecture - which usually causes as
many groans as laughs.
"I think it helps keep me in a
more learningful mood. Also, I
think students listen for them."
Although Dr. Falls' techniques
seem unique, he believes they are
advantageous to the students interests. The textbook was written with
that in mind.
"Dr. Lamar Paine, professor of
chemistry, and I worked solidly on
weekends and evenings for 4 years
to produce the book. Our book is
written with a lot of thought to the
student and not as much to the professor."
Dr. Falls said students' grades
and attendance dictated most of his
innovations. The use of "Physics
Toys" has improved these.
Dr. Falls' dedication to teaching
with these new "Physics Toys" can
be traced back to his college days.

" I made myself a promise that
w hen I got into teaching I would try
to present things in a more meanin gful way."
- G.W. SHEEHAN
Above, Dr. Falls plays a tune on a plastic music box powered by electricity
generated by its own solar cells.
Left, he demonstrates a Van de Graaff
static electricity generator.
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The Great Outdoors
-

Natural Bridge, Red River Gorge are area attractions

Nestled in the foothills of Eastern
Kentucky's Appalachian Mountains, the area around Morehead offers some of the most spectacular
scenery and some of the finest recreational opportunities found anywhere in the eastern United States.
Natural Bridge State Park , located on KY 11 at Slade, has long
been one of the most popular resort
areas in the state.
Long before the automobile became commonplace in this rugged
area, trains of the Lexington and
Eastern Railway daily brought visitors here from Lexington and other
points west.
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The main drawing card at the
park, from which its names is derived, is Natural Bridge - a 65 foot
stone arch formed millions of years
ago by the action of wind and water.
Towering against the sky the
rock formation is easily reached by
a sky-lift or by foot trails for the
more adventurous at heart.
The park abounds in other natural wonders, too , most of them rock
formations. Among the more popular are Balancing Rock, Needle's
Eye and Battleship Rock. Most are
easily accessible by foot trails
blazed and maintained by park

workers.
A word of caution however. In
addition to the many unusual rock
formations the area abounds in
steep cliffs and drop-offs, so don't
stray off the beaten path.
First class facilities of all types
are available at the park. Excellent
camp sites are provided, along with
cottages and a large lodge for those
who would rather do their camping
in a Holiday Inn type of atmosphere.
Just a few miles from Natural
Bridge is another scenic wonderland - the Red River Gorge. Until a

few years ago a largely deserted
place, the Gorge attracted national
attention due to a battle between
environmentalists and propnents of
a dam the u.s. Army Corps of Engineers had sought to build there.
Th e Gorge is perhaps easiest
reach ed from Morehead by following US 60 west to Salt Lick, KY 211
and 36 south to Frenchburg, US
460 east to Mariba and KY 77 south
into the Gorge.
Lo cated in parts of Menifee,
Pow ell and Wolfe counties, the
Gorg e has been termed the "Grand
Canyon of the East." Probably the
best time to visit is in autumn when

the flaming fall foliage adds to the
scenic splendor of the area.
The Gorge, like Natural Bridge,
abounds in natural rock formations,
including a spectacular stone arch
all its own - Sky Bridge, pictured
here, located near the east end.
Well maintained foot trails, courtesy of the U.S. Forest Service,
snake along the high ridges on either side of the Gorge, making most
of the formations readily accessible.
For those who feel more at home
on the water, bring your own canoe
or rent one for an unforgettable trip
down the Red River far below the

towering canyon walls .
Although the Gorge is rapidly
becoming a crowded place due to
its new found national prominence
and popularlity, facilities of any
type are badly lacking. A KOA
Campground near Frenchburg is
about the only t y pe of lodging
found nearby.
So if its wilderness you're looking for, this , for a time anyway, is
the place - a 26 ,000 acre geological a nd botanical (760 plant
species) wonderland called the Red
River Gorge.
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Homecoming 1977 in pictures

Homecoming 1977 held a touch
of the old and new along with excitement and disappointment for
its many participants.
A new queen, Paula Richardson
of Owingsville, pictured at left, was
selected to preside over the traditional events of the celebration.
A new university president was
also very much in evidence as Dr.
Morris Norfleet held the reins of
power firmly in his hands.
MSU was paid a visit by a former
student who had been blessed with
success - Chuch Woolery, formerly of Ashland, host of NBC's
game show "Wheel of Fortune."
A parade scheduled for Saturday
October 8 was postponed until the
following Monday as torrents of
liquid sunshine poured from the
overcast skies.
And the Governors of Austin
Peay made the day a disappointment for the football Eagles, taking
them down to a 21-7 defeat and
capturing sole possession of first
place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
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Minnie Riperfon

A IAfJlAsf 30,

1~ 77

For any student , excluding
freshmen or transfer students , fall
1977 held a different outlook for its
concerts. Morehead State University was forced to drop its mandatory entertainment fee. In past years,
students paid $10 at registration
and attended concerts free . State
law prohibits making the fee mandatory.
Things seemed to brighten when
the university allocated the SGA a
budget of $20,000 per semester for
the '77-'78 school year. An entertainment fund , consisting of
$15,000 was established out of the
money. This presented the opportunity to go ahead and schedule
concerts , selling tickets to students
to take up the financial slack.
This looked like a good plan, and
the SGA booked a concert for August 30 featuring Hamilton , Joe
Frank, and Dennison with special
guest Minnie Riperton.
Problems developed.
With only 210 tickets sold the
day of the show, SGA opened the
concert free to all students paying
for the show with almost all of the
$15 ,000 fund.
Luck and a cancellation sparked
the second concert. Seals and
Crofts, having an open night, contacted MSU. SGA booked the
group, with financing for the sh ow
to come entirely from ticket sales.
SGA felt the October 17 concert
was a success. Almost 2000 tickets
were sold at $5 .75 a head. The success was definitely a stroke of luck.
For coming semesters SGA has
been working on either an optional
entertainment fee or convincing the
powers that be to rescind the law
which prohibits the mandatory fee .
Until that time, $15 ,000 a semester appears to be the limit.
- AARON CRENICE

New Concert Financing System
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Seats &- Crofts
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raws Fire
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Little did the Morehead State
University baseball team realize
that its trip to the sunny state of
Florida in early spring would not
be its last trip to sun tan country.
The realization did take effect last
April when MSU swept a twinbill
over Middle Tennessee to capture
the Ohio Valley Conference crown
and a trip to the Southern Regional
Tournament in Miami.
Morehead State took to the interstates last spring to prepare for
the spring season with exhibition
games throughout Panama City,
Florida. Things didn't immediately
look bright for the Eagles as they
managed only four wins in their
nine contests. Losing the exhibition
games and a few regular season
games, which didn 't affect the sea-

son's outcome, didn't bother Eagle
head coach Steve Hamilton.
"We were a big/game ball club
last season," said Hamilton. "We
lost several games we should have
won, and that was a little disappointing at the time, but we did accomplish what we set out to do and
that was to repeat as the Eastern Division Champions in the avc and
get a shot at the NCAA tournament."
The 1977 edition Eagle squad
was loaded with options not available on most ball clubs. Take for instance .the fact that of the top 14
avc leaders in batting average ,
eight were Eagles. Also look at the
other conference stats which show
MSU one, two and three in runs;
one and two in doubles; one and
Rex Chaney
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Baseball, Golf T earns

Find Success

Coaches Hamilton, Chaney
Lead squads to victory

three in home runs; second in runs
batted in and second, fourth and
fi fth in hits. Looking at these statistics from a coaches' standpoint you
would think a team like this is a
" special edition," and very well
they may have been.
Of the 24-member squad, nine
w ere seniors. Now for many that
may sound depressing for this year,
but you look further into the situation and you find that there were no
jun iors on the team. Still further
ex ploration finds that only five
were sophomores but better yet ten
were freshmen, and what better experience could a freshman receive
than to play for a conference champion and a representative in the
Southern Regional Tournament?
Before I go any further I should

mention the names of the nine senior players, not only for tribute but
also because their names will continuously reappear. Seniors for the
1977 MSU club included: Dave
Bennett, Jeff Stamper, Bobby Wells,
Jim Brockman, Harry Hall , Kirk
Hudson , Rick Gunterman, Marc
Griesinger and Mel Wolf. Wolf and
Griesinger were the only graduating pitchers.
The above listed names appear
throughout the All-Ohio Valley
Conference Baseball Team to which
five players and Coach Hamilton
were named. Making the allconference team and their positions
were infielders Jim Brockman and
Jeff Stamper, catcher Kirk Hudson,
designated hitter Rick Gunterman,
outfielder Harry Hall and the Coach

of the Year, Steve Hamilton.
Taking a look at the records set
and tied by the team only gives reason why they were honored as
they were. MSU players set four
new school individual records and
tied four others. They also set five
team records and tied another. Not
only did they set new school
records, but they also set several
conference records. Perhaps the
Eagles set a record that no team in
history has accomplished when in
the eighth inning of a crucial conference game tied at three with
Tennessee Tech, the four batters,
Jody Hamilton, Jeff Stamper, Danny
Kiser and Kirk Hudson hit four
consecutive home runs. That
wasn't enough however, as teammate Harry Hall added a fifth home
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- Doc Gibson

in the inning after two men were
out giving the Eagles an 8-3 victory.
There were bright spots and low
ebbs during the season, as there are
in any competitive sport which
demands perfect performances day
after day. After regular season and
conference championship play,
Morehead State carried a 27-17
overall record and a 9-3 OVC
record. According to the players,
the whole season was paid for April
4 when defending conference
champion Middle Tennessee went
down to defeat 8-5 and 14-1 , giving
the Eagles the conference crown for
the fifth time and a shot at NCAA
tournament action.
Following the conference championships the Eagles had to sit out
of action a couple of weeks until
the trip to Miami. Several intersquad games were played, but of
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course intersquad games are nothing like the real thing .
"Our major problem in Miami
will result from our own inactivity ," said Hamilton before the trip.
"Everyone there will be ahead of
us , because we haven 't played a
game in two weeks."
Once the Eagles arrived in
Miami, their problem seemed to
start. Following a check in to a
Miami dormitory where the team
was staying, under the name
"Morehouse State," the players finally settled down only to be irritated by insects that were in the
rooms.
The next morning that problem
was settled as Coach Hamilton
moved the team into a hotel.
Another problem arose later in the
day when MSU had to borrow the
Clemson University bus to travel to

the stadium for a workout before
the game because they had no
ground transportation.
The first game with the nation's
number one team, Miami, didn't
help the situation for the Eagles.
Playing under lights and on artificial turf for the first time, combined
to cause MSU's first NCAA appearance a short lived one as Miami
won 6-1 in the first game of a double elimination tournament.
Nerves may have had some effect
on the club, but three stolen bases
in the first inning by Miami along
with four in the second and two
more throughout the game , gave
Eagle pitchers and catcher Kirk
Hudson more than they had bargained for.
After the first loss the Eagle
hopes were somewhat deflated and
this possibly could have had some

Chris Auer, at left, tags an opposing runner, and
Brian Hawk, at right, rounds the bases for the
Eagles on the way to the NCAA tournament In
M iami.
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effect on the second game as
Morehead State went on to lose to
Ole Miss.
In his first year as head coach
Steve Hamilton had molded a
ch ampionship team. Many players
are gone from that team this year,
but their performances helped
Coach Hamilton and MSU in recrui ting, and this year's roster
shows it.
Baseball has always been strong
at MSU, and with the caliber of
teams that have been, and will be,
t h e future continues to shine
br ight. Who knows, maybe this
year will again be a championship
year for MSU.
The baseball team may very well
have been favored from the start of
the season but the Morehead State
golf team came from behind to surprise everyone in the Ohio Valley

Conference Championship last
spring at the Lakeside Golf Course
in Lexington.
MSU participated in five tournaments during the regular season
and placed no higher than fourth in
any of them, but when the conference championships rolled around,
the name Morehead State topped
the list.
"This was the biggest possible
win we could hope for and as it
turned out, it was our only win,"
said first year Coach Rex Chaney.
" The players spent a lot of time
working out, and in the end, it really paid off because everyone
seemed to peak at the right time."
Morehead State claimed a
5-stroke victory over runner-up
Middle Tennessee while Tennessee
Tech and Western Kentucky
finished third with identical 882 to-

tals.
Mike Reynolds led the Eagles
with a 54-hole total of 215 . John
Baas was close behind with a 221
total. Reynolds finished fourth in
the individual competition while
Baas was 10th. Both earned ALLOVC honors.
Other members of the MSU
squad and their totals include: Jim
Thomas , 222; Ross Smith, 231; and
Greg Palmer, 222 . Greg McNeal was
also on the team but not involved in
the championships.
This was only the second golf
title in MSU history, the first coming in 1973. Not only did the first
place finish mean a great deal for
the University and for the players,
it also meant a great deal for Coach
Chaney who was selected "OVC
Coach of the Year" by a vote of the
league coaches.
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Ken Wlllfong, at right, displays his
winning pitching style.
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Chaney was pleased with the
honor but gives credit to the team's
success to the athletes .
"This was one of the best groups
of kids I have ever worked with in
terms of willingness to work, " he
stated. "Real hard work and dedication to the game is what it takes to
be a winner and this group of
athletes proved to me that they had
this dedication."
Coach Chaney has not only been
successful with the golf team but he
has also excelled in baseball and
basketball. He has been at MSU
since 1961, holding a career mark
of 111-56 as head baseball coach,
including "Coach of the Year"
honors in 1963. He has also served
as assistant basketball coach while
at MSU.
A championship means many
things , but for last year's team it
means a desire to repeat as champions. If the dedication and work that
was put in last year holds true this
year, it should be and exciting 1978
conference championship .
.
- GARY GRIDER

<IIIIIIIIIIIIII BASEBALL - Morehead State
University Head Baseball Coach
Steve Hamilton is now a member of
the Sports Illustrated first team of
All-Time Tobacco Chewers. Coach
Hamilton played and chewed in the
big leagues for 11 seasons and is
now in his second season as Eagle
baseball coach. Coach Hamilton
had a good recruiting year for the
baseball team, pulling two players
away from professional ballclubs
during the draft. Chet Lemay comes
to Morehead State from Alpena,
Michigan, where the Cincinnati
Reds drafted him. Jeff White of
Lexington, Kentucky, was chosen

by the New York Yankees in the
draft but also decided to attend
MSU and play for the Eagles.
An Ohio Valley Conference deserves team special treatment and
the Baseball Eagles will receive that
treatment this season. In the past
the players have thrown their bats
around the field after hitting their
long home runs or occasional outs,
but things will be different this year
since batgirls will retrieve their
bats. Working with the sluggers
this season are Linda Rardin, Margie Cornett, Toenya Cozad,
Stephanie Highley, Marilyn
Thompson, and Paula Thames.

CHEERLEADING - This year's Morehead State
cheerleading squad has expanded with the addition of
male cheerleaders. Rooting the Eagles on to victory this
year are left to right, kneeling, Julie Cunningham, Toni

Sports
Briefs

Yudt, Candy Smith, Sheila Flynn, Debbie Riegel and
Toenya Cozad; standing are Craig Melzer, Mark Yenney
and Thad Skaggs .
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~BASKETBALL
Basketball
Coach ' Jack Schalow's team has
seen the addition of six pLyers to
this year's roster following the
graduation of seniors Ted Hundley,
Craig Morris, and Mike Kelley. This
season the Eagles face a 21-game
schedule which includes an appearance in the Pacemaker Classic
in Monroe, Louisiana.
The women's basketball team has
added 10 new faces following last
year's 16-9 record and state title.
This season Coach Mickey Wells
has set his sights at a regional
championship. Back to spearhead
this year's club are senior Debra
Ames, junior Susann Brown, and
sophomores Michelle Stowers and
Donna Murphy. Murphy (44, at left)
is considered by many as an AllAmerican candidate in her second
season at MSU.
COACHES - Several new additions have been made to the MSU
coaching staff. Larry Wilson is the
new women 's cross country and
track coach. Wilson , who also
serves as the bowling coach, takes
over for Donna Clark. Kathy Kincer
has assumed double duties as
coach of the women's gymnastics
team and cheerleader sponsor.
Coach Kincer comes to MSU from
Furman University. Serving as soccer coach this season is Dr. Howard
Nesbitt. Dr. Nesbitt is professor of
health, physical education and recreation at MSU and has taken over
the duties as coach for Dr.
Mohammed Sabie, who is on sabbatical.
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HORSEMANSHIP - Concern
registers in the face of MSU President Morris Norfleet as he surveys
the charred ruins of a barn at the
MSU farm which burned to the

ground during the fall , taking the
lives of 27 horses used in the university 's horsemanship program.
Morehead firemen gallantly fought
the blaze in the early morning

hours, but, being hampered by a
lack of water and other factors,
w ere able to save little.
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my , Have

you..

Seen The LatesT Issue
of Parnassus ?

An hear Our pictures
Are in it J

Parnassus
The Student Produced Magazine
designed for the MSU community
about the MSU community.
Read It!
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